
Pinochle, Simplified

No. Cards No. 
Players

trump 
fixed by

7 4 winner
of bid

9 3 winner 
of bid

12 2 13th card, 
the “upcard”

CARD
ORDER

Ace
10

King
Queen

Jack
9

Meld In 
Trump

Out of 
Trump

“Pinochle”
Q♠&J♦

4
30 double

“Marriage”
K&Q 4 2

“Family”
A,10,K,Q,J

15

Aces 
♠♦♣♥ 10

Kings
♠♦♣♥ 8

Queens
♠♦♣♥ 6

Jacks
♠♦♣♥ 4

9 “dix” 1

MELD SCORING

GOAL
Reach 80 points

COUNTER
CARDS

Ace
10

King

Remember: It’s not personal, Find the Fun

DEAL out the Cards

BID determines trump
       Bid = Meld + Counters + Guts

DRAW to replace junk cards

MELD showing all scoring combinations

PLAY with leader playing first card
         take as many tricks as possible
         Must play the suit lead
         Must play trump when no suit to follow
         play other suit if neither of above
         obliged to play the higher card
         highest ranking card takes the trick
         winner of last trick gets 1 point

Use chips to keep track of the score

4-handed Pinochle is the team event where
“Mutual cooperation leads to the best outcome”

3&4-hand process 2-hand process

DEAL out the Cards

MELD showing all scoring combination

PLAY with non-dealer playing first card
         take as many tricks as possible
         Must play the suit lead (OPTIONAL)
         Must play trump when no suit to follow
         play other suit if neither of above
         obliged to play the higher card
         highest ranking card takes the trick
                  
         winner draws another card, then other
         (always have 12 cards until deck gone)
         MELD if drawn card creates score

         last trick winner counts 1st & gets 1pt

No Bidding
No Replacing 
      Junk Cards

F
a
m
i
l
y
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